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Resumo
Hoje em dia, obter uma melhor visão de um campo de tecnologia é crucial para a es-
tratégia nos negócios, na universidade e no governo. As patentes são uma fonte muito
importante de informação ao respeito. A similaridade textual entre patentes é um dos
tipos de similaridade em que os analistas de patentes estão interessados, a ﬁm de melhor
compreendê-las. As técnicas comuns para medir a similaridade entre documentos de texto
incluem representações bag-of-words ou distribuições de tópicos não supervisionadas, em
combinação com varias opções possíveis para distâncias. No entanto, estes métodos não
incorporam a informação do domínio de conhecimento, que pode ser crucial para um cor-
pus difícil como as patentes são. Nesta dissertação de mestrado, uma abordagem para
a aprendizagem de similaridade entre patentes é apresentada. O método utiliza aprendi-
zado métrico e aproveita parte do processo legal que as patentes passam antes de serem
concedidas. Os resultados do método proposto foram comparados com distâncias padrão,
não supervisionadas como KL-divergence, a distância do coseno e a distância euclidiana
com a obtenção de resultados superiores e mais conﬁáveis.
Abstract
Nowadays, gaining insight into a technology ﬁeld is crucial for business, academy and
government strategy. Patents are a great source of information in this regard. Textual
patent similarity is one of the kinds of similarities in which patent analysts are interested
in order to better understand them. Common techniques to measure similarity across
text documents include bag-of-words representations or unsupervised topic distributions
in combination with several possible options for distances. However, these methods do not
incorporate information of the domain of knowledge, which might be crucial for approach-
ing the challenging corpus patents are. In this master thesis, an approach for learning
pairwise similarity between patents is presented. The method uses metric learning and
takes advantage of some of the artifacts of the legal process patents undergo before being
granted. The results of the proposed method were compared to standard, but unsu-
pervised, distances (KL-Divergence, Cosine distance and Euclidean distance) obtaining
superior and yet more trustful results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this master thesis, an approach for learning pairwise similarity between patents is
presented. Patents are very complex subjects of study because they are legal, and as well,
technical documents. Often there are also strategical intentions behind them. Of the
many dimensions from which similarity can be obtained, this work is only concerned with
textual features; however, patents might also have images, chemical formulas, assembly
plans among many other kinds of content.
In consequence, the present work is situated just in a small part of the big intellectual
property system. However, given that patent retrieval often starts by text queries, this
small part is also of central interest. From the point of view of the machine learning
techniques studied, this work is concerned with metric learning, a subﬁeld of supervised
learning that aims to learn better distances by incorporating supervision. It also can be
situated within the ﬁeld of text mining; specially, because this work extends standard
procedures with metric learning.
The objective of this work is to compare how such an approach improves results over
standard similarity or distances and to provide conﬁdence margins on such measures.
1.1 An overview of the patent world
To better understand this work, its important to know what are patents, what makes
them important as a subject of study and which characteristics they have that could be
exploited for supervised learning. A patent gives its holder the right to exclude others from
making, using or selling the invention claimed in the patent deed for approximately 17 to
18 years, provided that certain fees are paid [18]. Patents are a unique kind of documents
as they hold both legal and technical value. On one side, their legal importance resides
at the protection they confer, as no one else will be allowed to produce the protected
invention if the patent is granted. At the same time, the legal value is highly related to
the technical one: patents need to describe in a precise manner the inner details of the
inventions in order to warrant complete protection and thus their content is also highly
technical.
The process that ends up with a granted patent is very complex, but more or less
similar across many countries due to international treaties, a fact exploited for this re-
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search. The process starts with a patent application. From that point, it undergo a strict
legal process that involves patent analysts to evaluate if the presented invention meets
the patentability requirements. One of the most important requirements is novelty: no
one else should have presented it before.
A patent application has four important sections, that vary a lot in how they are
written. This list is presented in table 1.1.
Section Content
Abstract A reduced description of the invention.
Description Description of the invention.
Claims What is protected by the patent.
Citations Reference to other patents or scientiﬁc literature.
Table 1.1: Patent sections
The Abstract is regarded to be the most valuable and informative section and its writ-
ten for general information. The Description is technical and claims are legal. Citations
on the other hand are bibliographical information and can be generated by the applicant
as well as the patent analysts reviewing the application at IP oﬃces.
1.2 Challenges in patent analysis
Patents are a key resource while analyzing the development of technology both in academia
and industry. Moehrle [15] points out that patent analysis is important for technological
management, however it presents the three big challenges: (I) the number of patents in
the world grows steadily, (II) trying to understand a patent is a time consuming task, that
can be handled only with considerable manpower and (III) patent analysis at intellectual
property oﬃces is not as good as it could be [4] [17]. For those three reasons, Moehrle
[15] states that the usage of automatic tools for patent analysis seems useful. Moreover,
patents are tricky because of the usage of non standard terms when a technology is at
an early stage of development: there is not standardization yet producing high variability
within the names used to describe elements in the technology [12].
Common patent analysis tasks are Prior art analysis, or ﬁnding similar documents
to a new patent document which was not presented before. Infringement analysis
is concerned with ﬁnding other overlapping patents, starting with an infringed patent.
Patent mapping aims to use a matrix of similarities for getting insight into a landscape
of patents.
Textual similarity is deﬁned as a form of association, relationship or resemblance
which is based on textual elements within patent documents. Textual similarity, therefore
implies some shared or common textual elements across patents. However, it does not
guarantee that the purpose of two described inventions are similar.
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1.3 Search Report
The search report is an artifact produced by part of the legal process patent applications
undergo at the European Patent Oﬃce before being granted. The search report produces
a list of citations the patent analyst might found of interest in order to question the
novelty of a given patent application.
1.3.1 Coded Citations
The references that appear in patents may be added to the document for diﬀerent rea-
sons, at diﬀerent times and by diﬀerent people [13]. For the purposes of this thesis, patent
citations can be divided into two main groups. Those made by the applicant and those
made by patent analysts at the IP oﬃce to which the application was presented. Cita-
tions made by analysts have the aim of pointing out possible conﬂicting patents presented
before. However, other kind of citations might appear as well, for instance those related
to the technological background of the invention. Coded citations present valuable in-
formation for patent analysis as they oﬀer a categorization of the citations that might
represent a notion of ranked relative similarity among them. In the table 1.2 the codes
along their meaning are presented.
Code Meaning
& Corresponding document (from the same family)
A Technological background
D Document cited in the application
E Earlier patent document, but published on or after the ﬁling date
L Document cited for other reasons (miscellaneous category) Non-written
O Non-written disclosure
P Intermediate document
T Theory or principle underlying the invention
X Particularly relevant
Y Particularly relevant, when combined with another document
Table 1.2: Coded Citations [13]
Relevant patents for questioning novelty are those marked withX orY in the citations.
Patents marked with & are expected to be very similar as well, as they belong to the
same family of patents. A family of patents protect the same invention, but the same
company or person, but might have been presented to diﬀerent patent authorities.
1.4 The PATSTAT Database
The PATSTAT database1 is published twice a year by the European Patent Oﬃce (EPO).
It has about 80 million patents, from several patenting authorities worldwide including
the EPO, USPTO and JPO. It worth noticing that it only includes the abstracts of the
1http://www.epo.org/searching/subscription/raw/product-14-24.html
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patents. Information regarding claims only include the number of them. No text is
available for the description as well. However, the citation network is available along the
coded citations, making feasible to obtain relative similarity information from them.
Chapter 2
Approaches to patent similarity
Patent similarity research have targeted diﬀerent kinds of similarity. The aim was always
to take advantage of the information in patents as well as in the artifacts produced by the
legal process they undergo at patent oﬃces. Elements in patents are rich: bibliographical,
textual, graphical content as well as citation networks are sources for the analysis. Textual
similarity, the main focus of this work, is just one the kinds of similarities in which patent
analysts are interested. How textual similarity is used in the world of patent analysis is
discussed extensively by Moehrle [15]. That work specially, has served to this research as
a theoretical framework.
Moehrle addresses the measurement of textual patent similarities, stating that they
are crucial for the most important tasks in patent management discussed in the previous
chapter: prior art search, infringement analysis and patent mapping. The main motivation
to pursue research in that ﬁeld is related to the aspects that reduce the technology manager
ability to deal with patents eﬃciently.
Similarity can be deﬁned as an increasing function of commonality and a decreasing
function of diﬀerences among the compared objects [9]. Patent similarity has two levels
for Moehrle.
• Formal oriented level similarity - regarding "formal" elements, such as the text
of a patent, or the included images. It is related to how it was presented.
• Content oriented level similarity - regarding the described elements, they true
nature: purpose, which problem it solves. It is related to the idea behind the
presented description.
Textual similarity is, of course, just an instance of the formal oriented level simi-
larity on this two-level similarity model. Both levels of similarity are connected; however,
a high similarity of the purpose of two inventions (that is: their technological advantage
or even the problem they intend to solve) does not necessarily lead to a high textual
similarity and viceversa. In this thesis, the objective is try to overcome that limiting fact.
18
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2.1 A high level view of previous approaches to the
problem
To the best of the knowledge gained in the earlier stages of the research, the techniques
used for approaching the problem can be divided into three kind of approaches:
• Text mining - These techniques are well known and include: bag-of-words repre-
sentation, were each document is represented by its histogram of words of n-grams
(words that appear together), stemming (for obtaining the root of a term), stop-
word removal (for eliminating common words that don't oﬀer new information) as
well as TF-IDF weighting scheme and cosine distances.
• Semantic tagging - are mostly related to the extraction of SAO structures (Subject-
action-object) which for the authors working within this approach encode well the
technological information in patents; for instance "new device (Subject) performs
transformation (Action) on matter (Object)".
• Topic modeling - include both Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Latent Dirich-
let Allocation (LDA) based techniques.
|
All the papers reviewed in the section 2.2 follow one of these approaches.
2.2 Literature Revision
Below a list of relevant research on patent similarity is presented, nevertheless, not all of
the reviewed papers are related to textual patent similarity which is the actual target of
this research.
• Sternitzke et al. (2008) - Similarity measures for document mapping: A com-
parative study on the level of an individual scientist [19].
• Li et al. (2011) - Extracting the signiﬁcant-rare keywords for patent analysis [12].
• Moldovan et al. (2005) - Latent Semantic Indexing For Patent Documents [16].
• Magerman et al. (2010) - Exploring the feasibility and accuracy of Latent
Semantic Analysis based text mining techniques to detect similarity between patent
documents and scientiﬁc publications [14].
• Bergmann et al. (2008) - Evaluating the risk of patent infringement by means
of semantic patent analysis: the case of DNA chips [2].
• Choi et al. (2012) - An SAO-based text mining approach to building a technology
tree for technology planning [6].
• Tang et al. (2012) - PatentMiner: Topic-driven Patent Analysis and Mining [20].
In the following subsection each one of the papers is brieﬂy reviewed.
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2.2.1 Sternitzke et al. (2008) - Similarity measures for document
mapping: A comparative study on the level of an individual
scientist
This paper reports to address the mapping of documents (not precisely patents) following
the traditional approaches in the bibliometric community. The approach is largely similar
to the one presented in Bergmann et al. [2]. It can be summarized in three steps.
• Step 1: Bibliographic elements are selected for serving as a basis for comparing
documents: backward citations, forward citations, words as item sets to describe
similarity.
• Step 2: Similarities are computed based on the above mentioned items. They men-
tion in this step: Pearson correlation coeﬃcient, Salton's cosine formula, Jaccard's
index and the Inclusion index.
• Step 3: The computed distances are then visualized with the help of cluster analysis
and multidimensional scaling (MDS).
This paper is concerned with mapping, which basically is projecting similarity infor-
mation onto a 2D map.
2.2.2 Li et al. (2011) - Extracting the signiﬁcant-rare keywords
for patent analysis
In this paper, authors propose a version of the traditional TF-IDF weighting using the
number of assignees (companies that hold the rights of a patent) to weight how "popular"
is a keyword within a set of companies. It worth noticing, that this paper contributes a
weighting scheme to discover signiﬁcant but rare (not frequent) terms. Some techniques
based on keywords or bag-of-words could beneﬁt from this scheme.
2.2.3 Magerman et al. (2010) - Exploring the feasibility and ac-
curacy of Latent Semantic Analysis based text mining tech-
niques to detect similarity between patent documents and
scientiﬁc publications
This paper explore the usage of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) for similarity measure-
ment between patents and papers. The idea is to discover which patents are related to
which scientiﬁc paper for a particular academic inventor. The setup of the experiment
included building a dataset of patents and scientiﬁc articles from six academic inventors
in the same institution as the authors. Field experts were asked to evaluate the related-
ness of patent documents and scientiﬁc papers based on three possible categories: "highly
related", "unrelated", and "somewhat related". Then, the scores of each patent-paper
pair were compared using the kappa metric.
The result of this experiment yielded interesting conclusions:
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• SVD performed worst under all circumstances, especially with a limited number of
dimensions.
• For a small dataset, parameter options that respect the richness of the underlying
data and also the application of weighting schemes produce better results.
• For a set of small datasets, a global applied indexing and dimensionality reduction
does not yield worst results than a per-case-based approach. The explanation for the
bad performance of SVD within the experiment is the small number of documents
in the sample.
2.2.4 Moldovan et al. (2005) - Latent Semantic Indexing For
Patent Documents
This paper uses Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) with Single Value Decomposition (SVD)
for bag-of-words representation of patent documents. In this paper, the aim is to retrieve
documents of the same patent class using only textual information. For the evaluation
of the method the precision-recall metric was used and documents that share at least
one patent class were considered relevant. They report to obtain better results with 80
singular values contrary to what they found in literature (recommended between 100
and 300). Another interesting conclusion is that LSI produced an improvement of 5% in
average for seven of the ten classes in the dataset.
2.2.5 Bergmann et al. (2008) - Evaluating the risk of patent
infringement by means of semantic patent analysis: the case
of DNA chips
This paper presents an analysis of patent infringement detection by using a patent map,
built up with distances computed by the use of Semantic Tagging and SAO structures
extraction as described below.
• Stage 1: SAO structures are extracted from patent documents using a semantic
processor.
• Stage 2: The usage of domain-speciﬁc speech ﬁlters is intended for standardiza-
tion and minimization of the highly diﬀerentiated language of the domain; SAO
structures are then modiﬁed to use synonyms (synonymizing ﬁlter) and concept
hierarchies (generalizing ﬁlter) into account.
• State 3: The similarity is measured by the number of identical SAO structures.
• Stage 4: Determination of the signiﬁcance of the similarity coeﬃcients.
For the visualization of the data, they use the multidimensional scaling (MDS).
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2.2.6 Choi et al. (2012) - An SAO-based text mining approach
to building a technology tree for technology planning
This paper focus on building "Technology Trees" (TechTrees), a branching diagram that
represents relationships among technologies in its diﬀerent kinds: product taxonomy trees,
technology taxonomy trees and function taxonomy trees. Even if this problem is not
strictly close to patent similarity measures, the approach taken by the usage of SAO
structures is of major interest for this research because it proposes similarity measures
between SAO structures after being obtained from a patent.
To perform similarity measure of SAO structures, a Wordnet-based sentence similarity
measure is used: First sentences are tokenized, then words are stemmed, then part of
speech tagging is performed, determining the most likely meaning of each sentence.
2.2.7 Tang et al. (2012) - PatentMiner: Topic-driven Patent
Analysis and Mining
This paper presents a topic modeling technique very similar to the Latent Dirichlet Al-
location (LDA) method. They add observed values to the topic inference: inventor and
company. The model tries to describe the generative process of patent writing. With that
in mind, it assumes that a patent document has a vector of words that it was developed
by a group of inventors (the way words are chosen reﬂects the expertise of these inventors)
and its owned by a company (topics suggested are relevant to the company that owns the
patent).
Chapter 3
Metric Learning
Metric learning is an actively researched topic in Machine Learning. It aims to learn task
speciﬁc distance functions in a supervised way [10]. The area started back in 2003 with
the paper by Xing et al. [21], however it can be traced back to earlier works [1]. To the
date there are three main surveys that sums up the development in the ﬁeld. In 2006, a
review by Yang [22] and more recently in 2012 the survey by Kulis [10] and in 2013 the
survey by Bellet et al. [1]. This section is mainly based on these three surveys.
3.1 Overview
Metric distance learning aims at improving prediction capabilities of machine learning
algorithms that are dependent on distances or similarity measures. The learning process
tries to capture the idiosyncrasies of the data in order to parametrize a standard metric
that should behave better than general purpose ones. In that sense, metric distance
learning is a supervised learning task. More often, this supervision is weak. For many
problems, explicit pairwise distances are not available neither from experts in the domain
ﬁeld and thus relative similarity training samples are used by many algorithms to learn
the metrics.
3.1.1 Pairwise similarity
Bellet et al. [1] describe the importance of having pairwise similarity functions as highly
important in machine learning. For instance, traditional algorithms such as k-nearest
neighbors and k-means depend on the measurement of distances between data points,
and therefore, the performance of the setup is highly dependent on the used metrics.
General purpose distances exist: euclidean distance, cosine distance, earth movers dis-
tance. However, they are not application-speciﬁc and do not incorporate supervision.
3.1.2 Training samples
In metric distance learning, the supervision is obtained from three kinds of training sam-
ples:
23
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• Positive/negative pairs (eg. belongs or not to a certain class). In positive/nega-
tive pairs the algorithm will have two sets available: S and D, where S = {(xi, xj) :
xi and xj should be similar } and D = {(xi, xj) : xi and xj should be dissimilar }.
• Relative similarity triplets (a more similar object, a less similar object given
a starting object). Relative similarity set R, where R = {(x, x+, x−) : x is more
similar to x+ than to x− }.
• Quadruplets made by two pairs, with a known relative similarity between the
inner groups. The idea of quadruplets was introduced by Law et al. [11]. Each
training sample is a quadruplet or two pairs were the similarity of a pair should be
greater that the similarity between the elements of the other pair.
3.1.3 Optimization
Most machine learning algorithms can be seen as optimization problems. In the case
of metric learning, the aim is to produce distances that conform to certain properties.
Bellet [1] argues that most state-of-the-art methods in metric learning ﬁt in the following
optimization problem form.
minimize
M
`(M,S,D,R) + λR(M)
where `(M,S,D,R) is a loss function that has penalties when training constraints are
not met, R(M) a regularizer, and M the learned metric. Most of the times, M is an
standard distance, such as the euclidean or the cosine distance, however parametrized.
One speciﬁc parametrization of great interest for this research is the Mahalanobis-like
distances. Details will vary from one approach to other: specially how loss function is
constructed and which regularization is used; however, the basic construction is shown
below.
dmahalanobis(M,x, x
′) =
√
(x− x′)TM(x− x′)
Where M is the parametrization in the form of an square matrix with d2 elements
where d is the dimension of the features vectors used. If M is a positive semideﬁnite, the
properties of a pseudo-distance are respected. Moreover, M induces a linear projection of
the feature space where constrains are better respected using the euclidean distance that
in the original one. To prove this, consider the following way of writing the euclidean
distances between x and x′.
deuclidean(x, x
′) =
√
(x− x′)T (x− x′)
ReplacingM = LTL in the expression for dmahalanobis we obtain the following rewriting
of the distance.
dMahalanobis(M,x, x
′) =
√
(x− x′)TLTL(x− x′)
which lead us to
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dMahalanobis(M,x, x
′) =
√
(Lx− Lx′)T (Lx− Lx′)
which can be seen as the euclidean distance, but computed on x and x′ on a linear
projection induced by matrix L.
Another distance of great interest is the bilinear distance. It is also parametrized by
theW matrix, and of course, the trick described above is also applicable. It is the distance
used in [5] which is the base for the algorithm presented in this chapter.
dbilinear(W,x, x
′) = xTWx′
which can also be written as
dbilinear(W,x, x
′) = (Lx)T (Lx′)
W = LTL
which is helpful for obtaining an alternative feature space were inner product makes
sense to the problem as a measure of distance. It worth noticing that the cosine distance
can be written as.
dcosine(x, x
′) =
xTx′
||x||||x′||
which is also parameterizable.
3.2 The OASIS algorithm
OASIS stands for Online Algorithm for Scalable Image Similarity. This method was
proposed by Chechik et al. [5]. It was tailored to work with images and aiming an scalable
approach, however it is applicable to a wide range of feature vectors. It learns bilinear
distances in an online way, which is one of the methods to deal with scalability according
to [1]. OASIS can handle web scale datasets in order to learn semantic representations
over feature vectors of images. Authors, who are concerned with retrieval, pointed out
that the distance can be computed in O(k1k2) when the number of non-zero entries in
sparse vectors x1 and x2 are k1 and k2 respectively. This, regardless of the size dxd of the
matrix.
Authors has made the code available online 1. The way used to produce PSD matrices
in an online setup is to project the matrix, after a number of iterations, to the PSD cone,
using the nearest point in the cone according to the Frobenius norm. This operation
implies that an eigenvector decomposition operation is performed. More on this procedure
is discussed in [8].
The OASIS algorithm is based on a family of algorithms called passive-aggressive [7].
It uses the hinge loss in the following way, given the relative similarity triplet.
lW (p, p
+, p−) = max(0, 1− distW (p, p+) + distW (p, p−))
1http://ai.stanford.edu/gal/Research/OASIS/
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Algorithm 1 OASIS
n← NumberOfSteps
W ← I
C ← 0.01
EnforceSimetry ← True
i← 0
while i ≤ n do
x← sample(element)
x+ ← sample(similar)
x− ← sample(dissimilar)
lW ← max(0, 1− distW (x, x+) + distW (x, x−))
V i ← [x1(x+ − x−), ..., xd(x+ − x−)]T
Ti ← min(C, lW/‖V i‖2)
W ← W + TiV i
if EnforceSimetry then
W ← (W +W T )/2
end if
i++
end while
where distW (x, x
′) = xTWx′ is the parametrized bilinear distance. This is the loss for
a single triplet. The goal is to minimize the global loss LW .
LW =
∑
(p,p+,p−)∈P
lW (p, p
+, p−)
If lW (p, p
+, p−) = 0 it means that the constraint has been already satisﬁed, therefore
in an online algorithm the matrix W i and W i−1 will be the same. However, if lW > 0 a
lagrangian is deﬁned as follows.
L(W, τ, ξ, λ) = 1
2
‖W −Wi−1‖2 + Cξ + τ(1− ξ − pTW (p+ − p−))− λξ
The optimal solution is found when the gradient vanishes (∂L(W,τ,ξ,λ)
∂W
= 0).
∂L(W, τ, ξ, λ)
∂W
= W −W i−1 − τVi = 0
where the gradient matrix Vi = [p
1(p+ − p−), ..., pd(p+ − p−)]T
Chapter 4
A metric learning approach to patent
similarity
Often machine learning algorithms require representation of objects as feature vectors in
order to predict some behavior or conduct some simulation on those objects. A classic
way of representing text documents for text mining algorithms is to use a histogram of
the terms appearing in the document. This is also known as bag-of-words representation
or vector space representation. However, this way of describing a text document often
lead to very high dimensional feature vectors, which might present two problems: metric
learning often learns a matrix with as many elements as the squared dimensionality of
the feature space and that over-ﬁtting is more likely to appear in such high dimensional
spaces.
In metric learning a dimensionality reduction technique is often applied, algorithms
such as PCA o K-PCA [1] usually improve the behavior of the learned metric. However,
for text documents there are other techniques that might be of interest as well. Those
techniques, such as topic modeling, have not yet been explored in the literature. Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) can learn more succinct representations of text documents:
probability distribution of topics, where the topics are inferred in an unsupervised manner
and often can be seen as a dimensionality reduction technique as well.
4.1 Training data from the search report
Explicit distances for patents are not available in datasets. Moreover, even specialists
might not be capable of producing an speciﬁc distance value for textual similarity between
two patents. For strategical reasons the textual information might not be precise. in order
to gain relative similarity information that could be used foor building a metric learning
triplet sample we must see the search report that produces a list of coded-citations. This
report is made by documents an analyst found to be relevant for assessing the novelty of
a patent. If a patent is very similar to a pre-existing one it is going to be marked with a
X code, if it is relevant but in combination with other documents, it will get an Y code.
There are other codes as shown in table 1.2, for instance, the A code means that the cited
document belongs to the technological background of the invention. We propose to build
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a general ranked structure from those coded citations. This ranking is shown in table 4.1.
Rank Codes
1 & - Same family of patents
2 X - Very relevant document
3 Y - Relevant document in combination with other documents
4 Other Cited documents
5 Other Documents in the class/subclass
Table 4.1: Relative similarity from coded citations
As mentioned in section 3.1.2, training samples for metric learning algorithms can be
pairs, triplets or quadruplets and should present relative similarity constraints. With the
ranked similarity information that can be derived from the coded citations of the Search
Report, it is possible to build training samples for metric learning algorithms. In the
triplet scenario, each training sample becomes (patent, patent+, patent−) where a patent
and two related patents are supplied: patent+ that should be more similar to patent than
patent−. As shown in equation 4.1, these triplets can be built using the relative similarity
information available in the coded citations.
d(patent, patent+) < d(patent, patent−) (4.1)
That way, a patent cited with code & is expected to be more similar because is from
the same patent family. X is expected to be highly relevant, and sure more relevant
than Y citations. Then, other cited documents in the patent should be more relevant
than other documents in the IPC class or subclass on which the training is performed.
Although this citations are sometimes coded on a claim basis, the PATSTAT database
shows them at the level of citations.
4.2 Topic modeling: lower dimensional text features
Topic models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) presented by Blei et al. [3] are
inference models that obtain in an unsupervised way a latent topic distribution based on
observed words per document. LDA is parametric method, were the number of topics to
infer is one of them. Also the α prior to the Dirichlet distribution and also its know to
control the sparsity of the produced topic distributions.
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Figure 4.1: Latent Dirichlet Allocation Graphical Model. α is the parameter of the
Dirichlet prior on the per-document topic distributions, β is the parameter of the Dirichlet
prior on the per-topic word distribution, θi is the topic distribution for document i, ϕk is
the word distribution for topic k, zij is the topic for the j-th word in document i, and wij
is the observed word.
LDA can also be seen as a robust text feature as there is a lot of noise that can
be expected in Bag-of-words models due to non-standard use of words, the usage of
synonyms, and the like. It also can be seen as dimensionality reduction technique working
on an unsupervised way. It also has running time advantages over other methods such as
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA).
Chapter 5
Experiments, results and conclusions
In this chapter, the experiments are described. A tricky patent subclass even for specialists
was used to validate the results. An overview of the experimental protocol is shown below.
• Text features will be LDA@100 topics using just the abstracts of roughly 5k patents
from the C12N subclass obtained with the SQL Query presented in Apprendix A in
the October 2013 edition of the PATSTAT Database.
• 200 patents and their citations will be used for validation only and will not be part
of the training.
• OASIS will be trained with a sampling strategy designed for patents for forming
triplets on the ﬂy.
• Two sets of patents are deﬁned for each query patent in the validation set. A set
of relevant patents made by the cited patents and a non-relevant set make with 50
randomly sampled patents from the C12N class.
• The biserial correlation is computed using these two sets for the bilinear distance
(trained with OASIS), KL-Divergence, Cosine Distance and Euclidean Distance,
also for a control group of random generated distances.
• Conﬁdence intervals are computed by means of the bootstrapping technique.
5.1 Experimental protocol
In order to validate the performance of the developed method, the C12N subclass was
chosen. It is known to be a diﬃcult class because it is related to biotechnology. Therefore,
an interesting ﬁeld for evaluating the performance of the method. In the ﬁgure 5.1 the
overview of the method is presented. At the last stage, the biserial correlation is measured
for 4 distances: (1) The OASIS Algorithm parametrized distance, (2) The Euclidean
distance, (3) the Cosine similarity and (4) The KL-divergence, which is used standardly
for distances between inferred topic distributions. Any cited patent is considered relevant,
while not cited ones are considered irrelevant for measuring the correlation coeﬃcients.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the method and the validation protocol. Here the C12N abstracts
extracted from the PATSTAT database is preprocessed for obtaining a 100 topics feature
vector. Then the dataset is splited and the block extracted for testing is not visible to
the training stage. Finally, while evaluating sampling is performed on the reduced subset
multiple times and OASIS, Euclidean, Cosine and KL-divergence is computed and the
correlation with relevance is measured.
The C12N patent subclass
The C12N subclass include patents related to micro-organisms, DNA technology and the
like. The list below is a more comprehensive one as reported by USPTO 1.
• Micro-organisms (e.g. protozoa, bacteria, fused plant cells, hybridomas, viruses,
animal cells or tissue, stem cells, tumour cells) and enzymes or proenzymes and
compositions containing micro-organisms and enzymes or proenzymes.
• Processes for preparing, activating, inhibiting, separating, or purifying enzymes.
• Treatment of micro-organisms or enzymes with electrical or wave energy.
• Processes of reproducing, maintaining, or preserving microorganisms or composi-
tions thereof.
• Processes of preparing or isolating a composition containing micro-organisms.
• Preparing mutants and screening processes therefor.
• Processes of fusing two or more cells to each other.
• Recombinant DNA-technology including:
• Processes for manipulating genetic material;
• Processes of preparing, isolating and purifying nucleic acids;
1http://www.uspto.gov/web/patents/classiﬁcation/cpc/html/defC12N.html
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• Methods for the introduction of genetic material into microorganisms using vectors
or other expression systems, using micro-encapsulation, using micro-injection, and
other ways;
• Methods of regulating gene expression;
• Non-coding nucleic acid sequences, e.g. Promoters, operators, enhancers, suppres-
sors, silencers, locus control regions, antisense nucleic acids, and aptamers, used in
regulating gene expression or in other recombinant DNA technology related meth-
ods.
• Genes, per se; and vectors and expression systems, per se.
• Media for supporting or sustaining the growth of micro-organisms.
Biotechnology patents has been regarded as more diﬃcult to evaluate, even for patent
analysts, and thus it can help while evaluating the presented approach. In order to obtain
the citations along the code and the patent abstracts in English the following SQL code
was run on the October 2013 version of PATSTAT Database from the European Patent
Oﬃce.
Text Features
The presented approach uses the LDA topic distribution per document as feature vectors
for the English abstracts of the retrieved patents. It worth noticing that all the documents
must be in the same language for topic extraction. Because of that, the query (shown on
Appendix A) used to extract the patents from the PATSTAT database ﬁlters out abstracts
in other languages. LDA is a parametric algorithm, for this experiment the number of
topics chosen is 100.
Sampling strategy
In order to provide triplets to the OASIS algorithm, and without labeling, the relative
similarity is derived from the citations. Coded citations can be ranked on a similarity
basis. On training time, a list of patents of the same subclass constitute a pool of patents.
The original input of the OASIS algorithm are label images; then, sampling two elements
from the same class and another from other class would provide an easy way to obtain
triplets. However, in this case, the coded citations are used. The method for sampling is
shown below.
Algorithm 2 Sampling Strategy
p← SampleRandomPatent(pool)
p+ ← SampleRandomPatent(citations(p)) // X, Y, other codes (in this order)
p− ← getLowerSimilarityCitation(citation_code(p+), citations(p))
if isEmpty(p−) then
p− ← SampleRandomPatent(pool) //Sample random patent from the pool
end if
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Patents without enough coded citations are removed from the pool in order to guar-
antee that the algorithm above will work.
Biserial Correlation
The biserial correlation is a measure of relationship between two scores: a continuous
variable and a dichotomous variable, with the requirement that the last one could be
regarded as fundamentally continuous. The continuous variable is not required to be
normally distributed and the dichotomous one is a categorical variable with two possible
classes. For the purposes of evaluating the performance of the presented method (which
means to evaluate how well the learned distance correlates with the actual relevance of
another patent for prior-art-search) the distance is chosen as the continuous variable and
the relevance is dichotomized as following: cited patents are considered relevant while
non-cited patents are considered irrelevant.
5.2 Results
The OASIS algorithm was run on the training set using sampling with reposition approx-
imately 106 triplets from the pool. This process generated the W matrix shown on ﬁgure
5.2. The matrix is presented as a heat-plot in order to make sense of the high dimensional
100x100 matrix. Some qualitative eﬀects can be seen on the graphic, for instance, the
stronger the diagonal, the more close to the cosine distance. A higher magnitude in a
given cell will imply that the interaction of both dimensions (or topics in our case) is more
important for determining the distance between the feature vectors.
It is in this part that the supervision improves the correlation with the relevance. The
biserial correlation coeﬃcients obtained for the bilinear distance trained with the OASIS
algorithm is shown in the table below.
Distance Function C.I. for Mean Biserial Correlation (95%)
Bilinear (OASIS) [-0.93, -0.87]
KL-Divergence [-0.42, -0.31]
Euclidean [-0.39, -0.28]
Cosine [+0.14, +0.23]
Random Distances (for control) [-0.03, +0.09]
Table 5.1: Distance comparison: For a set of 200 unseen documents at training stage,
the correlation between two variables was computed. (I) Distance - a continuous variable
produced by the proposed distance and a few other standard distances such as: KL-
divergence, Euclidean and Cosine Similarity and (II) the dichotomous variable of relevance
- a patent was considered relevant if it was cited. Patents belong to the C12N subclass.
It can be seen that the Bilinear Distance trained with OASIS produce higher and less
disperse correlation with the dichotomous variable of relevance. The conﬁdence interval
was obtained by bootstrapping.
The distance obtained by the presented method is higher and less disperse than the
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Figure 5.2: Learned matrix W for the C12N class. The stronger the diagonal, the more
close to the cosine distance. A higher magnitude in a cell implies that the interaction
of both dimensions its more important for determining the distance between the feature
vectors.
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ones produced by KL-Divergence, Euclidean, Cosine. Random distances were also used
as a control measure.
5.3 Conclusions
Patents are documents that contain: text, bibliographic information and images. Its
sections are written very diﬀerently and targeting distinct sides of its dual nature as
technical and legal documents. They are very powerful documents with direct impact in
the society, that why its writing might be of strategical interest to organizations. All of
the above mentioned plus careful use of language and images would even make it diﬃcult
even for specialists, and therefore it is a greater challenge for computer algorithms. In this
chapter, the problem was approached from a text similarity side. Classic text features
such as topic distributions were combined with metric learning deriving relative similarity
information from part of the legal process patents undergo at the European and World
Patent Oﬃces: The search report. This information was of vital importance for the
metric learning based method, as the supervision comes from a sense of ranking between
coded citations. Moreover, it allowed to avoid the need for building a custom dataset and
requiring specialists inputs. It is known that patent analysts take more or less a day to
produce a search report. On the presented C12N subset it will imply of more or less one
year and a half of specialists time in order to build the dataset.
Results have shown that obtaining semantic information from coded citations is feasi-
ble and valid, and moreover, very promising. The distinction made by Moerhle [15] about
the textual similarity and the purpose of the invention might be a little bit shortened by
incorporating the metric learning algorithm to parametrize common distances.
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Appendix A
SQL Query to obtain the patent
abstracts and citations from the C12N
subclass
SELECT d i s t i n c t
CC. citn_categ , P . appln_auth , P. appln_nr , A. appln_abstract ,
P2 . appln_auth , P2 . appln_nr , A2 . appln_abstract
FROM t l s 2 12_c i t a t i on C
inner j o i n t ls201_appln P ON P. appln_id = C. pat_publn_id
l e f t outer j o i n t l s215_ci tn_categ CC on CC. pat_publn_id=P. appln_id
and C. c i tn_id = CC. c i tn_id
inner j o i n t ls203_appln_abstr A ON A. appln_id = P. appln_id
inner j o i n t ls201_appln P2 ON C. cited_pat_publn_id = P2 . appln_id
inner j o i n t ls203_appln_abstr A2 ON P2 . appln_id = A2 . appln_id
inner j o i n tls209_appln_ipc IPC on P. appln_id = IPC . appln_id
WHERE
IPC . ipc_subclass_symbol = 'C12N ' and
(P. appln_auth = 'EP' OR P. appln_auth='WO' ) and
(P. appln_abstract_lg = 'EN' and P2 . appln_abstract_lg = 'EN' )
ORDER BY
P. appln_auth , P. appln_nr
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